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Topics

• Intro

• Good testing methodology: Control and Performance Groups

• Testing vehicles before and after implementation of a new technology

• Testing Original and Upgraded sets of vehicles over same period of 
time

• Sample Consideration

• Results
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Purpose

• There are a continuing stream of technological Innovations bombarding fleet managers, 

promising a wide variety of benefits.

• Good business practice suggests that the claims should be verified in your operations prior to 

complete implementation across the fleet.

• The functionality to define groups and attach resources to those groups enables the fleet 

manager to tag multiple resources to the group as controls (not outfitted with the new 

technology) or performance (those resources that are outfitted with the technology).

• The two sets, control versus performance, should be of equal size and expected to be operated in 

very similar fashion over the duration of the study.

• The group should be defined for a specific period of time so that Engine Angel can collect data 

from trips during that period of time that are associated with the indicated resources. The data 

from those trips can be analyzed between the two sets, control and performance for statistical 

significance. 3



Definitions

• Groups: We use the term ‘Groups’ to mean a set of trips made by specified vehicles with, or 

without trailers, between a start and end date. As implied, the new technology might be applied 

to the tractor or trailer, or both.

• If the new technology is only applied to the vehicle, the trailers do not need to be included. But if the new 

technology is applied to the trailer, both the vehicle and trailer must be specified because the trip data is attached to 

the vehicle number.

• Controls: A control set of trips come from a specified set of control vehicles/trailers such that the 

trips all end between start and end dates that may be different for each vehicle/trailer.

• Performance: A set of trips by specified vehicles/trailers that have been upgraded to employ the 

new technology being evaluated, using trips ending between start and end dates that may be 

different for each vehicle/trailer.

Note: The same vehicle(s) may be in both Groups provided that the start and end dates of the 

Control Group assignments precede the Performance Group interval.
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Groups

The first step is to define the Study and identify the vehicles with 
or without trailers that will serve as controls vs. those that will be 
‘upgraded’ with the new technology for comparison.

Secondly, name each Group of trips for the technology evaluation.

Next, attach (assign) a vehicle/trailer to the 'performance' or 
'control' set. The assignment has a Start date and an End date for 
each vehicle/trailer assignment. This will be used to select trips 
that the vehicle/trailer was 'on' from which we can get 
performance data. That will be the basis of the statistical analysis 
to compare performance with control trips.
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Master Data → Groups → (Add a new Group)
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Select the Groups function and click on the red + in the upper right to add a new Study.



Enter the Data and Save it
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Provide a name for the study (Group Name) and a short description of the units that are assigned to the Performance
and the Control groups.  Then Save the data.
Save the Group Name with Ctrl ‘C’ from the screen to specify it on the following Assignments screen.



Enter Assignments of Vehicle/Trailers to Groups
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Paste the saved group name into the search field to limit the screen to only the Vehicle/Trailers of interest.  Click on 
the Function to sort the list with Controls first. Use the red + to add more assignments.



Evaluation of the Study

• To run an Evaluation of the trips, from the Groups Tab, click on the 
Evaluation option.  Then select the Group title.  (From this screen you 
may enter Start and End Dates for both the Control and Performance 
trip intervals to override the values set earlier. If you do, these newly 
input dates will be applied to all vehicle/trailer assignments for this 
run of the Evaluation. Such dates will NOT be stored so future access 
will revert to the previous date intervals. This is not typically done.)

• Assuming that the Start dates of both the Control and Performance 
Groups are in the past, far enough for some trips to have been 
completed, the statistics from the ECM data from the trips will be 
analyzed and displayed as shown on the next page.
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Technology Group Evaluation screen
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Results shown on the Evaluations screen

• The Study name and Control and Performance titles are shown near the top of the screen. If the 
Start and End dates are blank, the assignment dates are used.

• In blue, the average age of the vehicles and average odometer readings at the end of trips are 
shown, along with the number of vehicles and number of trips in each group.

• Then the total distance of all vehicles in each group is shown with the average distance per trip 
are shown to provide evidence of statistical significance.

• Performance of each group is shown with: Drive Fuel Economy, Fuel Consumption, Average 
speed, and Load%.

• You can input your ‘standard’ for fuel cost and average number of hours per year the vehicles are 
expected to be dispatched per year (hrs = days*24), then hit the red ‘recalculate button’.

• The system will return the expected fuel cost change per 100,000 miles (odometer change) AND

• The expected distance travelled based on the input number of hours dispatched times the 
average control vehicle utilization. If the new technology allows increased speed, the vehicle 
might make more trips per year.
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